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kill 3-4 times more than C19 Disease
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From here:

https://www.researchgate.net/pro�le/Andre-
Redert/publication/368777703_Causal_e�ect_of_covid_vaccination_on_mortality_in_Europe/link

s/63f8d85757495059453e8f00/Causal-e�ect-of-covid-vaccination-on-mortality-in-Europe.pdf
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We have this in the Abstract section:

“VFR results are 0.13% (0.05%-0.21%, 95% con�dence interval) in The Netherlands and 0.35%
(0.15%-0.55%) in Europe, substantially transcending covid IFR.”

VFR = Vaccine Fatality Rate, IFR = Infection Fatality Rate

Zero point 35 percent = 3.5 per thousand, which is half-way between 3 and 4 dead per thousand.

On page 7 of 23 of the report, we have this:

“..covid IFR is in the order of 0.1%..”

That (Infecti9n Fatality Rate (IFR) can be expressed as 1 death per 1,000 infections and can be

compared directly to the Vaccine Fatality Rate (VFR) of 3.5.

The “vaccine” is 3-4 times more deadly than the disease.

From here:

COVID-19 Vaccine Tracker | European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (europa.eu)

73.0% of the EU has completed the initial series and 54.7% have had a booster.

From here: Population and population change statistics - Statistics Explained (europa.eu)

The population of the EU is around 447 million.
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Seventy three per cent of 447 million = 326 million who have completed the initial series. A
Vaccine Fatality Rate (VFR) of 0.35% implies that 1.14 million Europeans have been killed by
lethal injection.

Whilst not directly comparable (boosters need to be removed from the calculation) given that
there have now been 975 million doses administered (again, needs to be adjusted to the dates
used in the research report), the deaths per dose ratio is around one death per 885 doses.

From here:

50,663 DEAD and 5,315,063 Injured Following COVID-19 Vaccines in European Database of

Adverse Reactions - Vaccine Impact

EUDRA reports just 50,663 dead. Implying the Under Reporting Factor for deaths reported to
EUDRA is around 20.

As a caveat, deaths from Oxford/AstraZeneca’s viral vector vaccine have been used extensively
throughout the EU and deaths are reported 4-5 times more o�en than C19 mRNA injections
used in the US.

EUDRA shows 4-5 times more deaths and adverse events reported per million doses for viral
vector C19 "vaccines" compared to mRNA C19 "vaccines" - media silence continues
(substack.com)

COVID-19 vaccine doses administered by manufacturer, European Union (ourworldindata.org)

Oxford/Astra Zeneca ceased being administered in the EU by the summer of 2021.
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How does this compare to the Infection Fatality Rate that the “vaccines” have been
propagandized to prevent?

Any politician or health regulator, state administrator, college faculty, doctor, nurse, MSM or

social media outlet, or friend/family member or employer or whoever mandates these “vaccines”
is guilty of pre-meditated random homicide.

All this mortality data is BEFORE any account is taken of the harms caused that will lead to
conditions and diseases. The reporting ratios of injuries to deaths for the EU indicates that there
100 times more adverse events reported than deaths.

Onwards!

Please subscribe, or donate a co�ee (I drink a lot of co�ee) - “God Bless You!” if you can’t or
don’t want to contribute. Co�ee donations here: https://ko-�.com/peterhalligan
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5 replies by Peter Halligan and others

Writes damon mcclure damon’s Substack Mar 21 Liked by Peter Halligan

Fyi Peter, my unvaxxed blood.

https://rumble.com/v2e2nls-unknown-moving-structure-within-the-blood.html

Started videoing after watching this attach itself to a red blood cell and the cell "turned off". Just
stopped reflecting light, like it was chemically altered or damaged.

Would be nice to have a doctor or scientist or hematologist give an actual opinion but it appears
curiousity has evaporated in THE science

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Andy Bunting Andy’s Skint/Broke. Older Bloke… Mar 21 Liked by Peter Halligan

Thanks PH. Surprised? NOT.

LIKE (2) REPLY
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